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Today’s Consumer…continued from page 76

“I just broke down and cried,” Green says. “I said, ‘I can’t 
believe this—that anybody was able to come out with a product 
or tool for someone…who has their palm but no fingers…and 
I was being set up with it…. It’s just totally unbelievable to be 
able to get back some of that ability and functionality I had lost 
because of the illness. It is a miracle.”

Over the course of the next three days, Green worked with 
Wagner and a Touch Bionics occupational therapist to learn how 
to use the muscles in his hand to manipulate the ProDigit fingers.

“We usually start with gross motor tasks—open and close 
around an object—and then progress to fine motor tasks such 
as picking up Skittles, which you can imagine being very diffi-
cult to pick up,” Wagner says. They also worked with Green on 
performing a variety of activities of daily living (ADL) such as 
tying his pants and being able to pull them up and down.

“One of the things I had to do is sign my name….” Green 
says. After he had completed the task, he remembers Wag-
ner saying that he wished they had something to compare it 
to. Green’s wife produced her husband’s driver’s license, which 
Green had signed two years before. When they compared his 
newly penned signature with the driver’s license signature, 
Green says he was overwhelmed to see that “it was dead on.” 

Learning to use the ProDigits system “was extremely easy,” 
Green says. “I lost my fingers, but I didn’t lose the process in 
my mind, so it was interesting for me to learn how to do these 
things again.”

‘Luckiest Day’
Green went home with his new fingers on Friday, November 13, 
2009—a day he refers to as his “luckiest day”—and says that even-
tually he would like to have ProDigit fingers fit on his other hand.

“It doesn’t give me back everything I had before,” Green says. 
“But it does give me back my confidence in the way that I can 
live going forward. It’s unbelievable. Totally unbelievable.”  O&P EDGE

Karen Henry can be reached at karen@opedge.com

Nate Wagner, CPO, LPO, OTR/L (right), works with Bob Green on gross motor tasks.


